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WE LIVE AND BREATHE VIRTUALIZED INFRASTRUCTURE SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO. IT’S OUR PASSION. IT’S OUR LIFE’S WORK.

Since 2000, ServerCentral has designed, developed, and managed custom infrastructure solutions. We’ve seen what works, as well
as when and why it works best. This experience is the foundation of our Enterprise Cloud—a fully managed VMware solution. Our
Enterprise Cloud has been architected to deliver the best possible shared VMware cloud to meet your specific needs, not our own,
topped with unparalleled 24x7x365 support provided by system administrators, not customer service representatives.

MANAGED VMware: BALANCE COST & PERFORMANCE

Our Enterprise Cloud is architected for unparalleled reliability, which includes support. Managing VMware, VM growth, VM
migrations, and connecting physical and virtual resources all take their toll on your team. That’s why Enterprise Cloud is designed
to address these issues for you. We will help you architect your deployment, whether it’s a single resource pool or a high-availability
solution spanning multiple zones.

REASONS FOR USING ENTERPRISE CLOUD

Why do companies choose a shared Enterprise Cloud instead of a Private Cloud? In our experience, it consistently comes down to
these reasons:

COST VS. PERFORMANCE

TEST/DEV

SHORT-TERM APPLICATIONS

They need to optimize their application
performance with their budget.

They need to spin up VMs only as
needed for Dev/Test, QA, etc.

They need to expand resources to
support your busy season.

SCALING YOUR ENTERPRISE CLOUD

Our Enterprise Cloud is not just managed VMware suited to short-term deployments. We’ve architected this high-availability cloud
to provide you with custom configured resource pools to help you quickly and cost-effectively scale your VMware deployment — or
to build a new, right-sized cloud for your business requirements today and in the future.

HIGH-AVAILABILITY ENTERPRISE CLOUD CONFIGURATIONS BEGIN AT $175 PER MONTH AND INCLUDE:
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Open Source OS
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24x7 support

Additional Enterprise Cloud resources can be added in individual increments for vCPUs, RAM, Storage and Bandwidth to meet your
specific requirements. Enterprise Cloud is not one size fits all. Contact us at sales@servercentral.com or visit
https://www.servercentral. com/cloud to learn more and get started.
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WHY CHOOSE SERVERCENTRAL’S ENTERPRISE CLOUD
There are many reasons to select ServerCentral’s Enterprise Cloud, including:

ADVISORY SUPPORT

MANAGED VIRTUALIZATION

Get advice from experienced cloud architects so you’re
certain you have the cloud you need for today and tomorrow.
Think VMware, with butlers.

We take care of everything from the infrastructure through
VMware. This means we’re focused on compute, memory,
storage and bandwidth, while you’re focused on your apps.

HIGH-AVAILABILITY

17+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

We deliver our Enterprise Cloud one way: in true highavailability configurations.

We’ve been architecting virtualized infrastructures since 2000,
so we bring strong technical and business knowledge to every
engagement.

VM MIGRATION

FULL-STACK MONITORING & REPORTING

We’ll work with you to ensure your physical-to-virtual and
virtual-to-virtual migrations occur with minimal downtime and
full transaction integrity.

Know how your cloud is performing in real time to make
informed decisions about resource utilization.

24/7 SUPPORT

DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING

Expert cloud support is available at no extra cost. We can talk
over the phone, email, even face-to-face. We’re here when
you need us—and even when you don’t.

We work with your team to determine how to best address
outages with our Backup, Replication, and Disaster Recovery
solutions.

PROVEN VIRTUALIZATION TECHNOLOGY

We’ve built our high-availability Enterprise Cloud in partnership with the industry’s leading virtualization technology:

WHAT TO EXPECT

We’ll help you identify the best resources possible for your applications and provide clear and concise pricing.

YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

WE CONFIRM

YOU DEPLOY

SCALE IMMEDIATELY

We’ll identify the resources
you need and provide clear and
concise pricing.

If everything looks good, we’ll
provision your Enterprise Cloud
resources.

Log into our cloud portal to
provision, deploy, and monitor
your cloud.

We provision the additional
resources right when you need
them.

WHAT SHOULD YOUR CLOUD LOOK LIKE?

Every organization has different expectations of and requirements for their cloud. ServerCentral’s Enterprise Cloud means you
receive OpEx-based virtualization based on the industry standard, VMware, and unparalleled support. The result? You’re focused on
one thing and one thing only: your business.
Give us a call at +1.312.829.1111 or visit www.servercentral.com/cloud to get started.
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